The DNA sequence at echinomycin binding sites determines the structural changes induced by drug binding: NMR studies of echinomycin binding to [d(ACGTACGT)]2 and [d(TCGATCGA)]2.
The complexes formed between the cyclic octadepsipeptide antibiotic echinomycin and the two DNA octamers [d(ACGTACGT)]2 and [d(TCGATCGA)]2 have been investigated by using one- and two-dimensional proton NMR spectroscopy techniques. The results obtained for the two complexes are compared to each other, to the crystal structures of related DNA-echinomycin complexes, and to enzymatic and chemical footprinting results. In the saturated complexes, two echinomycin molecules bind to each octamer by bisintercalation of the quinoxaline moieties on either side of each CpG step. Binding of echinomycin to the octamer [d(ACGTACGT)]2 is cooperative so that only the two-drug complex is observed at lower drug-DNA ratios, but binding to [d(TCGATCGA)]2 is not cooperative. At low temperatures, both the internal and terminal A.T base pairs adjacent to the binding site in the [d(ACGTACGT)]2-2 echinomycin complex are Hoogsteen base paired (Gilbert et al., 1989) as observed in related crystal structures. However, as the temperature is raised, the internal A.T Hoogsteen base pairs are destabilized and are observed to be exchanging between the Hoogsteen base-paired and an open (or Watson-Crick base-paired) state. In contrast, in the [d(TCGATCGA)]2-2 echinomycin complex, no A.T Hoogsteen base pairs are observed, the internal A.T base pairs appear to be stabilized by drug binding, and the structure of the complex does not change significantly from 0 to 45 degrees C. Thus, the structure and stability of the DNA in echinomycin-DNA complexes depends on the sequence at and adjacent to the binding site. While we conclude that no single structural change in the DNA can explain all of the footprinting results, unwinding of the DNA helix in the drug-DNA complexes appears to be an important factor while Hoogsteen base pair formation does not.